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        Reliable Cochlear Implants by Design From MED-EL
                    It’s not by chance that MED-EL provides safe and reliable CIs. It’s by design. Find out why we lead in cochlear implant reliability.
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        What Does a Cochlear Implant Sound Like?
                    By designing our CIs to follow nature, our technology offers the closest to natural hearing.
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        RONDO 3. Simply Incredible. Incredibly Simple.
                    With wireless streaming, wireless charging, and superior hearing performance, RONDO 3 makes hearing easy every day.
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        What Is Music Like With a Cochlear Implant?
                    We bring you closest to natural hearing so you can  experience the widest range of sound naturally for better music enjoyment.
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    About MED-EL
 


We’re the world’s leading hearing implant company, on a mission to help people with hearing loss experience the joy of sound.
                


Find your local MED-EL team
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Our Products


Audio
 Processors
RONDO 3
SONNET 2
SAMBA 2
ADHEAR
 

Hearing
 Implants
SYNCHRONY 2
 cochlear implant
BONEBRIDGE
VIBRANT
 SOUNDBRIDGE

Connectivity
 options
Product
 support
Important safety
            information
Compliance
MRI information for radiologists
 





    



    


    



    Common Hearing Loss Questions
Do I have hearing
            loss?
What are the types of
            hearing loss?
How does a cochlear
            implant work?
What are the steps to
            a cochlear implant?
What does my
            audiogram mean?
How does bone
            conduction work?



Popular Topics Right Now
What does a cochlear
            implant sound like?
Can I enjoy music with a cochlear implant?
MRIs and cochlear
            implants
Product reliability
            data



Our Network
Neurorehabilitation
 by STIWELL
AUDIOVERSUM science
            center
Hearpeers community



Get In Touch
Career
 opportunities
Contact us
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The content on this website is for general informational purposes only and should not be taken as medical advice. Please contact your doctor or hearing specialist to learn what type of hearing solution is suitable for your specific needs. Not all products,
    features, or indications shown are approved in all countries.
This "International - English" website is for visitors for which no country-specific website exists. Please visit the website for your specific country if available here. Please be aware that we do not take any responsibility for accessing information which may not comply with any legal process, regulation, registration, or
    usage in the country of your origin.
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